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Controlled underdoping of cuprates using ultraviolet radiation
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A method for a controlled change of the doping level of high-temperature superconductors with
ultraviolet radiation is presented. With photoemission it is shown that the exposure of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d samples to the light of a He gas-discharge lamp causes oxygen desorption. From
measurements of the Fermi surface, it is found that the oxygen desorption causes a decrease of the
doping level of the superconductors. From the desorption cross sections that strongly depend on the
photon energy, two different oxygen desorption channels are inferred. This procedure for decreasing
the doping level has the advantage that the crystallinity of the sample is not altered and that the
doping level can be simultaneously measured by photoelectron spectroscopy. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!03713-4#
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Applications of high-temperature superconductors cr
cally depend on the quality of these materials. Today i
state of the art to produce homogeneous single-cry
samples at various doping levels, i.e., with various superc
ducting transition temperaturesTc . However, it may be im-
portant to produce well-defined lateral structures between
perconducting, and nonsuperconducting zones or reg
with a gradualTc on one thin cuprate layer. It is, therefore
essential to develop tools for the tayloring of such structu
For example, it is reported that Josephson junctions
YBa2Cu2O72d can be fabricated by electron-beam writing1

Or, that YBa2Cu2O72d films are patterned by a procedu
based on a local increase of the oxygen diffusion veloc
that is increased by the heat of a focused laser beam.2 Here,
we suggest that such structures could be fabricated by
exposure of high-temperature superconductors to ultravi
~UV! radiation.

This letter describes a controlled reduction of the oxyg
content within the surface region of single-crystalli
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212! by UV radiation. The process
works at room temperature and maintains the crystallinity
the sample. In Bi-type cuprates oxygen loss is equivalent
reduction of the hole concentration and, thus, to a chang
Tc .3,4 A further advantage of using UV radiation to chan
the doping level is that the sample modifications can besi-
multaneouslymeasured by ultraviolet photoelectron spe
troscopy ~UPS! that uses the same UV radiation which
applied for the doping level modification.

The experiments were performed in a VG ESCALA
220 photoelectron spectrometer. It is equipped with
custom-made two-axis sample goniometer which allo
computer-controlled angle-resolved photoemiss
measurements.5 The high-intensity UV radiation is produce
in a Gammadata helium electron cyclotron resonance~ECR!
plasma lamp. The line spectrum of the lamp is monochrom
tized by a toroidal grating. The monochromator has be
used in three different settings: zeroth-order, first-order
Ia ~21.2 eV photon energy!, and first-order He IIa ~40.8 eV!
radiation. Typical flux values~in 1010photons/mm2 s) on a
1870003-6951/99/74(13)/1877/3/$15.00
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spot of about 7 mm2 are 178 (He I0.order), 3.62 (He II0.order),
69.9 ~He Ia!, and 9.4 for He IIa. The growth of the Bi2212
crystals and their preparation for the photoemission exp
ments are described in Refs. 6 and 7.

Figure 1 shows normal emission He I spectra near
Fermi level of highTc superconductors at room temperatu
Spectra of an optimally doped Bi2212 single crystal (Tc

584 K, hole concentrationx50.185) and of a strongly un
derdoped Pr0.05Bi2Sr2Ca0.95Cu2O81d ~Pr–Bi2212! sample
(Tc530 K, x50.07), both measured shortly after cleavin
in ultrahigh vacuum, are plotted in Fig. 1~a!. In order to
compare the data from two different sample surfaces, the
spectra are scaled to the same intensity at 500 meV bin
energy. The spectral weight of normal emission from t
Fermi level is below 2% of the maximum intensity in th
valence band and about 20% compared to a location on
Fermi surface. The normal emission from the Fermi le
stems from indirect transitions since it probes no Fermi s
face location; nevertheless it is a mean for the quantifica

FIG. 1. ~a! Normal emission He I spectra of optimally dope
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ~Bi2212! and underdoped Pr0.05Bi2Sr2Ca0.95Cu2O81d ~Pr–
Bi2212!. The spectra are scaled to the same intensity at 500 meV bin
energy. ~b! Evolution of the leading edge of optimally doped Bi2212 as
function of the He I exposure.
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of the effect of UV radiation that is reported in this lette
Figure 1~b! depicts spectra aroundEF for optimally doped
Bi2212 as a function of the He I exposure. At low exposu
~spectrum A! the leading edge atEF is clearly visible. With
increasing exposure the spectral weight atEF drops and the
leading edge vanishes. After an exposure of
31016photons/mm2 ~spectrum B!, the shape of the spectrum
is similar to that of a strongly underdoped Bi2212 sam
@see Fig. 1~a!#. Upon annealing the sample to 450 K the lo
of spectral weight partially recovers. Further experime
showed that the loss rate of spectral weight at the Fermi le
is proportional to the UV light flux.

The behavior described above suggests that the cha
carrier concentration of the Bi2212 sample can be decrea
by UV radiation. This effect is different from an aging effe
reported by Ding et al.8 They observed an underdope
sample become more doped during their experiments at
temperature. Our effect is induced by UV radiation at 300
and is observed on initially optimally doped samples that
stable under UHV conditions.7 In Bi2212 a reduction of the
charge-carrier concentration can be realized by a reductio
the oxygen concentration. In order to corroborate the hypo
esis that the UV light reduces the oxygen content, an oxy
spectral feature has been recorded as a function of UV l
exposure. O2p related features in the valence band~VB!
have been identified using photoemission cross-section ra
between UV and x-ray energies. The cross-section r
s@O2p(He II)#:s@O2p(Al Ka)# is 2.83104 and more than
one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding ra
for all other components in the valence band. Thus, oxy
features should be visible in He II VB spectra and should
suppressed in AlKa excited VB spectra. Figures 2~a! and
2~b! show VB spectra of optimally doped Bi2212 measur
with He II and Al Ka, respectively. The He II spectrum ha
been convoluted with a Gaussian with 500 meV full width
half maximum~FWHM! in order to have the same energ
resolution in both spectra. In the He II spectrum two peak
3.5 eV ~peak A! and at 6 eV~peak B! binding energy are
observed. Peak B has high intensity in the He II spectrum
is absent in the AlKa measurement. From this and the O2p
cross-section ratio, one can conjecture that peak B is ma

FIG. 2. Valence-band spectra of optimally doped Bi2212~a! measured us-
ing He II UV radiation and~b! Al Ka x rays.~c! Relative intensity of the
oxygen-related peak B as a function of He II exposure.
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related to O2p states. Peak A served for normalization pu
poses.

Figure 2~c! shows the peak intensity ratio between pea
B and A as a function of He II exposure time. The decrea
of this ratio evidences that the oxygen content is reduced
to the UV radiation. From the decrease of the B:A ratio
about 15% it cannot be concluded that the oxygen con
decreases by this amount since, e.g., not all oxygen atom
the Bi2212 structure have to contribute to peak B.

The measurements of spectra nearEF ~Fig. 1! revealed
that UV radiation reduces the charge-carrier concentrat
This must be reflected in the Fermi surface~FS! that is
shrinking upon underdoping the Bi2212 samples.7–11 This
issue is depicted in Fig. 3~a! where a schematic drawing o
the situation ink space is shown. The FS consists of barr
~here, approximated by regular octagons! centered at the~p,
p! points in reciprocal space. The FS volume is, in our ca
equal to the grey area of one FS barrel around~p, p!. The FS
intersection angleD @see Fig. 3~a!# is a measure for the FS
volume.

To investigate the influence of UV radiation on the F
volume, an optimally doped Bi2212 sample has been
posed to He I radiation andD has been simultaneously mon
tored. For each azimuthal step at the polar emission angl
39° off normal, the total photoelectron intensity centered
EF has been measured with an energy resolution of 100 m
FWHM. High photoelectron intensity in this analyzer settin
is equivalent to photoemission from the Fermi surface.7,12

The result of such a multiple azimuthal scan with a contin
ously increasing He I exposure is shown in Fig. 3~b!. Each
peak corresponds to photoemission from the FS and the

FIG. 3. ~a! Schematic drawing of the Fermi surface of optimally dop
Bi2212. ~b! Evolution of the photoelectron intensity atEF at 39° polar
emission angle~elevation! as a function of the azimuthal angle and of the H
I exposure.~c! Evolution of D with He I exposure.
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intersection anglesD can be determined. The decrease of
photoelectron intensity is explained by the reduction of
intensity atEF due to the UV radiation@see Fig. 1~b!#. The
periodic intensity dip is attributed to an inhomogeneity
this specific cleaved surface.

Figure 3~c! shows the behavior of the FS intersecti
angleD as a function of the He I exposure. Each data poin
the average of the fourD values obtained from a 360° az
muthal scan. At low exposure,D0 corresponds to the valu
previously found for optimally doped Bi2212.7 According to
what one expects for a reduced hole concentration,D in-
creases~i.e., the FS is shrinking! with increasing UV expo-
sure. The solid line in Fig. 3~c! corresponds to the first-orde
kinetics of the formD5D`2(D`2D0)e2t/t, where 1/t is
the shrinking rate,D0 the initial intersection angle, andD`

the saturation value. It is remarkable thatD`(31°62°) co-
incides with theD value found for a strongly underdope
Pr–Bi2212 sample (Tc530 K, hole concentration x
50.07). This suggests again that the excess~doping! oxygen
that renders the material conducting is removed from
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d structure. Apparently, the photodesorptio
of nondoping oxygen is not efficient. We would like to em
phasize that even after a high UV exposure, dispersio
clearly visible@see Fig. 3~b!#. This indicates that the crysta
linity of Bi2212 single crystals is not destroyed due to t
UV radiation. The spectral features near the Fermi level
most sensitive to the doping, and thus to the oxygen con
of the sample. The increase ofD by 8° corresponds to a
decrease in oxygen content of about 2%. Therefore, rela
variations in the oxygen content of 0.2% in the surface
gion can readily be measured.

Now the photon energy dependence of the UV-dop
cross sections will be briefly discussed. For this, optima
doped Bi2212 samples have been exposed in successi
zeroth-order He radiation, monochromatized He II, a
monochromatized He I radiation, and the intensity atEF for
normal photoelectron emission has been determined.13 This
intensity decreases with UV exposure~see Fig. 1!, as does
the oxygen content~see Fig. 2!, and as the Fermi surfac
shrinks~see Fig. 3!. The shrinking rate 1/t equalsfs, where
f is the photon flux ands the desorption cross section. Th
desorption cross-sectionssHe I andsHe II are thus determined
from the rate measurements and the corresponding ph
fluxes. We find desorption cross sections of 188653 kb for
He II and 2366 kb for He I radiation (1 b510224cm2). The
relatively large error bars result from the uncertainties in
photoionization cross-section values of Cairns and Samso14

which are used to quantify the photon fluxesf. Note that the
shrinking rates of the data in Figs. 2 and 3 are consistent w
these desorption cross sections.

Finally, we would like to discuss a model for the UV
doping process that comprises the light-induced oxygen
sorption from the near-surface region of Bi2212. The surf
of Bi2212 is terminated by a Bi–O layer.15 Therefore, only
oxygen originating from the Bi–O surface layer can direc
leave the crystal by photodesorption. The UV-doping p
cess is thus expected to be limited to the near-surface re
even if, after a~partial! oxygen depletion of the surface laye
oxygen diffusion from deeper charge reservoir planes to
surface is possible.
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The details of the photodesorption process are not c
at the moment. The process has, however, included an e
tronic excitation that leads to acceleration and possible
sorption of oxygen atoms.16 At first, it is most likely that a
process like O2p61\v→O2p51ephoto could force the O2

ion on O22-like sites to desorption. However, the experime
tal finding that the UV-doping process is much more efficie
using He II radiation indicates more than one desorpt
mechanism. From the photodesorption cross sections of
II ~188 kb! and He I radiation~23 kb!, we conjecture that no
only O2p photoexcitation, where the photoemission cro
sections are 6.8 and 10.7 Mb, respectively, leads to des
tion. In fact, we speculate that the photoexcitation of Os
levels that are reached by He II radiation (sphoto5834 kb)
opens a very efficient desorption channel that produces n
tral oxygen atoms via a process like O2s22p61\v
→O2s12p61ephoto→O2s22p41eAuger from O22-like ions.
These neutrals are expected to be accelerated more e
tively away from the surface than the ions. Clearly, expe
ments with tunable UV radiation could shed more light
the details of the photodesorption process of oxygen fr
ceramic materials.

In summary we have shown that it is possible to chan
continuously the doping level within the surface region
Bi2212 by UV radiation. The UV-doping technique has t
advantage that sample modifications can be simultaneo
monitored using photoelectron spectroscopy. Furtherm
we have shown that the technique does not destroy the c
tallinity of the samples. Using thin films, this techniqu
could be applied to the fabrication of microelectronic devic
built from high-temperature superconductors.
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